
New Children’s Books at 
Mammoth Lakes Library! 

The generous support of the Mammoth Lakes Friends  
of the Library has brought us hundreds of new books 

just in time for Summer! Here are just a few…  

An Easy Death by Charlaine Harris 

Rosie Revere and the Raucous Riveters by Andrea Beatty.  Illustrated by 
David Roberts.  Rosie Revere is no stranger to flops and fails, kerfuffles and 
catastrophes. After all, engineering is all about perseverance! But this time, Rosie has a 
really important project to tackle—one that feels much bigger than herself


Petra by Marianna Coppo.  Petra is a little rock who believes she is a mighty 
mountain . . . until a dog fetches her for its owner, and she is tossed into a bird's nest. A 
mountain? No, Petra is now an egg! An egg of the world in a world of possibility. Until she's 
flung into a pond, and becomes an amazing island . . . and, eventually, a little girl's pet rock. 
What will she be tomorrow? Who knows? But she's a rock, and this is how she rolls!


Memphis, Martin, and the Mountaintop by Alice Faye Duncan.  Illustrated by R. 
Gregory Christie.  This historical fiction picture book presents the story of nine-year-old 
Lorraine Jackson, who in 1968 witnessed the Memphis sanitation strike--Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s final stand for justice before his assassination--when her father, a sanitation 
worker, participated in the protest. 

Tomorrow Most Likely by Dave Eggers.  Illustrated by Lane Smith.  Rather than 
focusing on going to bed—and what kid wants to think about going to bed?—this book 
explores all of the dreamy, wonderful, strange things the next day might bring.


The Book of Mistakes by Corinna Luyken.  As one artist incorporates accidental 
splotches, spots, and misshapen things into her art, she transforms her piece in quirky and 
unexpected ways, taking readers on a journey through her process. Told in minimal, playful 
text, this story shows readers that even the biggest “mistakes” can be the source of the 
brightest ideas—and that, at the end of the day, we are all works in progress, too.

The Dinosaur Expert by Margaret McNamara.  Illustrated by G. Brian Karas.  
Join Mr. Tiffin's class as they learn about dinosaurs big and small, feathered and scaly, 
winged and ocean-dwelling. And root for Kimmy, the dinosaur expert . . . who might just 
learn something about herself.

Night Animals by Gianna Marino. Something’s out there in the dark!  First Possum 
hears it. Then Skunk. Then Wolf comes running. 
“What could it possibly be?” asks Bat. 
“Night Animals!” the animals declare. 
“But you are night animals,” Bat informs this not-so-smart crew. 

How to Give Your Cat a Bath by Nicola Winstanley.  Illustrated by John Martz.  
In this hilarious and clever "how-to," a little girl and a know-it-all narrator are thwarted by a 
cat who refuses to take a bath. The perfect read-aloud for fans of Snappsy the Alligator and 
Interrupting Chicken.
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